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ABSTRACT: Various methods have been devoted to trigger
the formation of multilayered structure for wide range of
applications. These methods are often complicated with low
production efficiency or require complex equipment. Herein, we
demonstrate a simple and efficient method for the fabrication of
polymeric sheets containing multilayered structure with
enhanced barrier property through high speed thin-wall
injection molding (HSIM). To achieve this, montmorillonite
(MMT) is added into PE first, then blended with PP to fabricate
PE-MMT/PP ternary composites. It is demonstrated that
alternating multilayer structure could be obtained in the ternary composites because of low interfacial tension and good
viscosity match between different polymer components. MMT is selectively dispersed in PE phase with partial exfoliated/partial
intercalated microstructure. 2D-WAXD analysis indicates that the clay tactoids in PE-MMT/PP exhibits an uniplanar-axial
orientation with their surface parallel to the molded part surface, while the tactoids in binary PE-MMT composites with the same
overall MMT contents illustrate less orientation. The enhanced orientation of nanoclay in PE-MMT/PP could be attributed to
the confinement of alternating multilayer structure, which prohibits the tumbling and rotation of nanoplatelets. Therefore, the
oxygen barrier property of PE-MMT/PP is superior to that of PE-MMT because of increased gas permeation pathway.
Comparing with the results obtained for PE based composites in literature, outstanding barrier property performance (45.7% and
58.2% improvement with 1.5 and 2.5 wt % MMT content, respectively) is achieved in current study. Two issues are considered
responsible for such improvement: enhanced MMT orientation caused by the confinement in layered structure, and higher local
density of MMT in layered structure induced denser assembly. Finally, enhancement in barrier property by confining
impermeable filler into alternating multilayer structure through such simple and efficient method could provide a novel route
toward high-performance packaging materials and other functional materials require layered structure.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The construction of multilayered structure has been widely
investigated to prepare biomimic and high performance
functional materials.1,2 It is thought that the formation of
alternating layered structure is able to confine filler or polymer
into the structure to enhance various properties, including
mechanical properties, barrier properties, etc.3−6 A number of
methods have been reported to achieve this. For instance, the
use of layer multiplying coextrusion enables the fabrication of
layered sheets with tens to thousands of alternating layers of
two or three different polymers with individual layer
thicknesses between 10 nm and 100 μm. This technique is
beneficial for creating laminar morphology with high aspect
ratio. As a consequence, the increased gas diffusion pathway
could result in significant barrier property enhancement.7

Furthermore, as the layer thickness approaches nanometer
scale, the change in crystal superstructure and lamellae
arrangement for semicrystalline polymers also play vital role

for improving barrier property. Wang et al. has utilized layer-
multiplying coextrusion process to obtain the assembly of
alternating nonolayers of poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) and
poly(ethylene-co-acrylic acid) (EAA). While the confinement is
near lamellar thickness size, PEO layers crystallize as single,
high-aspect-ratio lamellae that resemble single crystals parallel
to the nanolayer. This leads to 2 orders of magnitude reduction
in gas permeability compared with spherulitic PEO crystal
superstructure.8 Moreover, efforts have been made to create
designed architecture in particle-filled polymers such as
alternating filled/unfilled layers to improve barrier property
via such layer multiplying coextrusion technique.9−11 Fur-
thermore, Yu et al. have prepared oriented layer-like micro-
structure comprised of oriented polymer sheet and deformed
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particles via so-called pressure-induced flow (PIF) processing.12

Meanwhile, layer by layer (LbL) deposition process has been
proposed as a facile technique to construct alternating layered
structure, which leads to nanoplatelets well aligned perpendic-
ular to the gas diffusion direction and thus obtaining markedly
enhanced barrier property.13,14 Walther et al. have also
prepared highly aligned hard/soft layered composites in a
water-based processing approach akin to paper-making.15,16

Other strategies, such as uncontrolled casting of polymer/clay
mixtures,17,18 ice-templating and sintering of ceramics,19,20

electrodeposition technology induced assembly of nano-
platelets,21 and the evaporation-induced partitioning and self-
assembly method22 have also been reported to prepare
polymer-based nanocomposites with layered like structure
aiming to achieve notable enhancement in various properties.
Regarding barrier properties, it is widely believed that the key

for fabrication of polymer sheets with superior barrier property
is to orient impermeable materials perpendicularly to the gas
diffusion direction.23−25 Thus, constructing multilayered
structure containing impermeable materials is thought as an
important route. However, above-discussed methods are
complicated processes with quite low production efficiency or
require complicated equipment, which limits their large-scale
industrial application. Therefore, it is of crucial importance to
find a simple and efficient method to fabricate polymer sheets
containing multilayered structure with superior barrier
property.
Injection molding provides the possibility to efficiently

fabricate sheets for packaging applications due to its high
production efficiency, full automation, excellent dimension
control, as well as simple fabrication process. However,
conventional injection molding process could not fulfill the
requirement for the fabrication of thin-wall sheets in
consideration of several drawbacks. For example, the
insufficient injection pressure and injection speed is not
adequate for the melt fully filling into mold cavity because of
increased flow resistance caused by thin-wall mold. In recent
years, high speed thin-wall injection molding (HSIM) is
considered as a promising strategy for packaging sheet
fabrication due to its high injection speed and intense flow
field.26,27 Such characteristics of HSIM provide opportunity to
obtain special blend morphologies which could be beneficial for
improving barrier property. For polymer composites, HSIM
can not only provide short production cycle, but also provide
extra shear and confinement to the system, which could induce
more orientation in polymer chains as well as fillers. It might
also affect the viscosity, as well as chain entanglement, and thus
processing ability. These issues might play important role for
the final properties of polymer composites. In our previous
work, a multilayered structure with alternating layers of isotactic
polypropylene (iPP) and high density polyethylene (HDPE)
were prepared through injection molding HDPE/PP blends
into thin-wall mold.28 It is thought that the intense flow field,
small interfacial tension and viscosity ratio between polymer
blends compositions play important role on the formation of
such structure. In current study, to confine impermeable filler
into such layered structure for barrier properties, MMT is
added into PE first, and blended with PP subsequently. These
blends are injection molded by HSIM with the hope to confine
MMT in PE phase to enhance their orientation. To understand
the structure−property relationship, systematic study has been
performed to investigate issues such as phase morphology,

barrier property, polymer crystallinity, as well as orientation
degree of clay, etc.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials. The HDPE supplied by Fushun Petro-chemical

Corp (2911) has a melt flow index of 20 g/10 min (2.16 kg, 190 °C)
and density of 0.96 g/cm3. Commercially available iPP (T30S) with a
melt flow index of 2.6 g/10 min (2.16 kg, 230 °C) and density of 0.91
g/cm3 was provided by Lanzhou Petrochemical Corp. The clay used in
this study was a commercial organoclay supplied by Nanocor Corp
(Nanomer I.44P), Nanomer I.44P is a dimethyl, dihydrogenated
tallow ammonium salt modified montmorillonite (org-MMT), the
interlayer spacing of (001) plane and organic content is in the range of
24−26 Å and 36−40 wt %, respectively. Maleic anhydride grafted PE
(trademarked as C-26) used as compatibilizer was purchased from
Westlake Chemical Corp. C-26 has an acid number of 8 mg KOH/g
and molecular weight Mw of 65 000 according to the supplier.

2.2. Sample Preparation. First, MMT was blended with PE to
prepare masterbatch consisting of 10 wt % clay and 30 wt % C-26 in
twin screw extruder with temperature in the range of 140−200 °C
from hopper to die. After that, the masterbatch was further diluted into
binary PE-MMT composites with different clay contents using twin
screw extruder, respectively. Subsequently, single screw extruder was
utilized to blend PP with PE-MMT pellets at weight proportion 5:5 to
fabricate ternary PE-MMT/PP composites. Possible migration of clay
to PP phase is hindered because of its relative weak shear. The
obtained PE-MMT/PP pellets were then subjected to HSIM at an
injection speed of 600 mm/s and a melt temperature of 200 °C to
obtain PE-MMT/PP naocomposite sheets with the size of 80 mm ×
60 mm and a thickness of 0.4 mm. The detailed schematic diagram of
injection molded specimen is shown in Figure 1. The as-obtained PE-

MMT/PP nanocomposites are labeled as PE-xMMT/PP for
convenience, where x represents the weight content of clay in PE-
MMT phase. Furthermore, HSIM was also employed to prepare neat
PE, blends of PP with PE at weight proportion of 5:5 (marked as PE/
PP) and PE-MMT nanocomposites with different clay contents
(marked as PE-xMMT), respectively, as reference.

2.3. Characterization. 2.3.1. Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM). SEM was used to observe the morphology of polymer
nanocomposites and the dispersion status of clay. These samples were
cryogenically fractured after immersing in liquid nitrogen for 2h. After
that, they were chemically etched with 3% solution of potassium
permanganate in a 2:1 (by volume) mixture of concentrated sulfuric
acid and 85% orthophosphoric acid. PP phase was selectively etched
due to its weaker resistance to the mixed acid.29 After that, these
specimens were washed, dried and gold-coated to study the phase

Figure 1. Schematic of injection molded sample. The positions used
for characterization are indicated.
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morphology as well as clay dispersion using SEM (FEI Inspect F) with
an accelerating voltage of 20 kV.
2.3.2. Rheological Measurements. The rheological measurements

were carried out on a piston-mode Rosand RH70 (Malvern, Bohlin
Instruments) capillary rheometer under 200 °C. The selected shear
rate for measurement is in the range of 100−3800 s−1.
2.3.3. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). Thermal analysis

of these samples was conducted using a Perkin−Elmer DSC pyris-1,
indium calibrated. Melting endotherms were obtained at 10 °C/min
with 4−6 mg of sample in nitrogen atmosphere. For the purpose of
comparison with neat polymer, the crystallinity Xc of component i in
the blends can be normalized using the equation
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where ΔHi is the enthalpy of fusion of component i, directly obtained
from DSC, and ϕi is the mass fraction of component i in the blends.
The enthalpy of fusion ΔHi

m of 100% crystalline polymer is 293 and
207 J/g for HDPE and iPP, respectively.29

2.3.4. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). Clay dispersion in
nanocomposite samples was characterized using TEM (FEI-TecnaiG2
F20 S-TWIN type transmission microscope) operated at 200 kV.
Ultrathin slices of 80 nm thickness were obtained by cryo-
microtoming along the flow direction of these samples using a Leica
microtome at −80 °C.
2.3.5. Two-Dimensional Wide-Angle X-ray Diffraction (2D-

WAXD). 2D-WAXD measurements were conducted on a Bruker
DISCOVER D8 diffractometer. To obtain 3D-analysis of such
oriented microstructure, the X-ray beam was irradiated on the
specimen from three directions: THR, EDGE, and END, as shown
in Figure 1. Strips with 400 μm thickness were microtomed using
Leica microtome before measurement was conducted. XRD data were
collected for each point on the sample at ambient temperature using
Cu Kα radiation for 180 s. The background of all 2D-WAXD patterns
used in this article had been extracted and thus allow a qualitative
comparison between various specimens. To give a more accurate
description on the orientation degree of clay platelets, azimuthal scan
of (001) lattice plane of clay platelets was performed with a step of 1°
from 0 to 360° and the full width at half-maximum (fwhm) were
calculated.
2.3.6. Oxygen Gas Permeability Measurement. The oxygen gas

permeability test was performed using a VAC-V1 gas permeability
tester (Labthink Instrument Co., China) at 40 °C and 50% relative
humidity (RH) according to ISO15105-1:2007, based on the pressure
difference method. During measurement, a circular sheet with a
diameter of 50 mm was mounted in the gas permeation cell to form a
sealed barrier between two chambers, that is, lower chamber with high
vacuum pressure and upper chamber containing high-purity oxygen at
atmospheric pressure. The permeability coefficient (P) of oxygen that
permeated through the sheet (5 cm2 in measuring area) from upper
chamber to lower one was determined by monitoring the pressure
variations with time in the lower chamber. To ensure the
reproducibility of these results, three independent specimens were
tested for each sample.
2.3.7. X-ray Diffraction (XRD). XRD analysis was performed with a

PhilipsX’Pert PRO diffractometer (Holland) with Cu Kα radiation(λ =
0.154 nm) at room temperature.
2.3.8. Contact Angle Measurements. Contact angle measurements

were carried out in a sessile drop mold with KRUSS DSA100. The
sample for contact angle measurement was compression molded at
200 °C under a pressure of 8 MPa for 6 min then cooled to 20 °C.
Moreover, the MMT film for contact angle experiment was prepared
by the following procedure: 1 g of MMT was added into 50 mL
ethanol, the mixture was then subjected to sonication for 5 min. After
that, 6 mL of supernatant was suffered to suction filtration and thus
obtain the MMT thin film on the surface of filter membrane. Contact
angles were measured on 3 mL of wetting solvent at 20 °C, and the
results reported were mean values of 3 replicates. The surface tensions,
dispersion and polar components of these specimens can be obtained

from these measurements. Furthermore, the interfacial tension
between PP and PE or PE-MMT composites could be calculated
from the surface tensions of different components using the harmonic-
mean equation
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where γ1, γ2 are the surface tensions of components 1, 2; γ1
d, γ2

d are the
dispersive parts of the surface tensions of components 1, 2; and γ1

p, γ2
p

are the polar parts of the surface tensions of components 1, 2.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Formation of Alternating Multilayer Structure.

Shear flow has been reported to have profound influence on the
phase behavior, such as phase morphology, phase mixing or
demixing, and phase inversion of polymer blends.30−33 For
immiscible blends, shear-induced microstructural changes
include phase deformation, coalescence, retraction, and differ-
ent types of breakup. It is controlled by hydrodynamics,
rheology of polymer components and droplet−droplet
interactions.32 Therefore, it is necessary to characterize the
interfacial tension and viscosity change after the incorporation
of nanoclay into PE phase.

3.1.1. Rheology. Capillary rheometer has been empolyed to
investigate the rheological behavior of these polymer
components and blends. As shown in Figure 2, the viscosity

increases with clay content at low shear rate region. A typical
shear thinning behavior can be observed for all samples at high
shear rates. As the shear rate exceeds 2 × 103 s−1, all samples
show comparable viscosity and it decreases slowly with
increasing shear rate. As calculated in our previous paper,34

such high shear rate is easily achivable in HSIM process.
Therefore, it is rational to conclude that good viscosity match
could be still preserved upon addition of nanoclay into these
systems during HSIM process. It should be noted that the shear
viscosity of ternary blends at lower shear rate is between that of
neat PP and binary blends. This is thought as a rule of mixture
effect between different polymer melt.35 Moreover, the initial
shear viscosity of PE-MMT composits and neat PE are almost
similar. MMT based polymer composites have been studied
extensively in the literature. It is often observed that the
viscosity of PE-MMT is only slightly increased comparing with
neat PE.36,37 Therefore, the difference between neat polymer
and PE-MMT is even smaller at shear rate of 100 s−1 (which is
the initial shear rate in Figure 2) because of shear thinning
effect. For ternary blends, it is noted that the initial shear

Figure 2. Shear viscosity of neat PE, PP, and a series of binary and
ternary composites as a function of shear rate.
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viscosity is higher for higher MMT content. But the effect of
MMT on shear viscosity is disappeared at higher shear rate.
3.1.2. Interfacial Tension. As shown in Table 1, the

interfacial tension between PP and PE has been characterized
through contact angle measurement. It is demonstrated that the
incorporation of clay into PE phase has little influence on the
interfacial tension. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that
the dispersed phase will still be subjected to intense

deformation and difficult to recover its initial morphology
with such low interfaical tension.38

3.1.3. SEM. SEM studies were carried out to investigate the
hierarchical structure of PE-3MMT/PP injection molded part.
The complete cross section of the sample viewed parallel to
flow direction is shown in Supporting Information Figure S1.
Three layers could be distinguished as skin layer, intermediate
layer and core layer, which accounts for around 50%, 20% and

Table 1. Contact Angle, Surface Tension, and Interfacial Tension Results of Neat PP, PE, and PE-3MMT

contact angle (deg) surface tension (mN/m)

sample water diiodomethane total (γ) dispersion component (γd) polar component (γp) interfacial tension with iPP (mN/m)

PP 57.2 43.8 54.70 34.76 19.94
PE 45.48 58.57 55.85 37.64 18.20 0.20394
PE-3MMT 29.13 35.86 56.12 38.52 17.60 0.33879

Figure 3. SEM micrographs of PE-3MMT/PP viewed parallel (top column) and perpendicular (bottom column) to flow direction: (a, d) skin layer,
(b, e) intermediate layer, and (c, f) core layer.

Figure 4. SEM micrographs of PE-3MMT/PP viewed parallel (top column) and perpendicular (bottom column) to flow direction: (a, d) position 1,
(b, e) position 2, and (c, f) position 3.
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30% regarding the whole sample thickness, respectively. It is
noteworthy that such high ratio for skin layer should be
attributed to the intense shear field and extremely high cooling
rate during filling phase.39 The detailed morphology of various
layers is shown in Figure 3. The skin layer presents irregular
layer structure with nonuniform thickness of each layer, which
might be caused by a balance between intense shear field and
fast cooling rate. Typical cocontinuous structure with slight
orientation parallel to the sample surface is observed in
intermediate layer. In the core layer, a delicate multilayered
structure with alternating PE-MMT and PP phase elongated
parallel and perpendicular to the flow direction could be
observed. This is similar to the morphology obtained in our
previous studies.28,34 The alternating multilayered structure has
regular arrangement, uniform thickness for each single layer,
and high length to thickness ratio. It is demonstrated that the
addition of clay could barely influence the formation of
multilayer structure. Furthermore, few agglomerates could be
observed, which implies that the clay was well dispersed in the
nanocomposites. It should be noted that the thickness of these
layers are between 70 and 400 nm according to SEM
measurement shown in Figure S3 (see in Supporting
Information).
The phase structure evolution at different location and

injection runner have also been systematically examined to
further investigate the formation mechanism of alternating
multilayered structure as shown in Figure 4 for positions 1−3
illustrated in Figure 1. At position 1, PE-MMT shows fiber-like
morphology as dispersed phase. These fibers were merged into
each other and form coarse discontinuous layer sturcture at
position 2. At position 3, these discontinuous layers further
converged and well arranged parallel to the flow direction, thus
formed more continuous and dense layered structure with large
length to thickness ratio. The high injection speed as well as
large ratio between runner cross section and thin mold cross
section (around 20) is believed to trigger extremely high shear
rate to multicomponent polymer mixtures and thus induce the
formation of alternating multilayered structrue. Furthermore,
fast cooling rate in such thin mold wall also plays a crucial role
since the short relaxation time is not adequate for the deformed
polymer phase to restore its original morphology.
3.2. Dispersion and Distribution of Clay in the

Nanocomposites. The dispersion of these MMT layers in
the nanocomposites is of great importance for optimizing
mechanical, thermal and gas barrier property. Intercalated and
exfoliated layered silicate nanocomposites, as two extreme
states of nanoplatelets dispersion, are often used to describe the
dispersion morphology of silicate layers. Intercalation implies
the insertion of polymer chains in the galleries of initial layered
tactoids, which leads to longitudinal expansion of galleries as
well as increase in interlayer spacing. Exfoliation implies
complete breakage of the initial layer stacking order and
homogeneous dispersion of these layers in the polymer matrix.
The latter case presents much higher values for tortuosity factor
and aspect ratio of impermeable nanoplatelets, which leads to
enhanced diffusion pathway.25 However, it is difficult to obtain
well exfoliated nanocomposite structure in nonpolar polymers
such as polyolefins. A number of efforts have been devoted to
enhance the interfacial interactions between clay and polyolefin
matrix by adding modified polymers with polar groups
(compatibilizers) and thus improve clay dispersion.40−42

For current system, a widely used compatibilizer: maleic
anhydride grafted PE, was used to promote the dispersion of

silicate layers. X-ray diffraction curves shown in Figure 5 are
utilized to demonstrate the dispersion status of clay. Two

diffraction peaks could be observed for pristine organic clay
corresponding to the basal spacing d001 = 2.52 nm (2θ = 3.5°)
and d002 = 1.26 nm (2θ = 7°), respectively. In PE-0.75MMT,
PE-1.5MMT/PP, PE-1.5MMT, PE-3MMT/PP, PE-2.5MMT,
PE-5MMT/PP, and PE-3MMT the diffraction peak of (001)
lattice plane are almost the same, with lower angles (2θ = 2.8°)
with different intensity due to different filler content. This
implies that the polymer chains have been well inserted in the
interlayer of tactoids with the aid of compatibilizer and give rise
to the expansion of galleries with interlayer spacing of d001 =
3.15 nm. Furthermore, the diffraction peak of (002) lattice
plane is almost disappeared. It should also be noted that the
diffraction curves for PE-0.75MMT, PE-1.5MMT, and PE-
2.5MMT are almost overlapping with PE-1.5MMT/PP, PE-
3MMT/PP, and PE-5MMT/PP, respectively, due to the same
overall filler content as well as similar status for filler dispersion.
For PE-10MMT/PP, it is clearly observed that the lower angle
at (2θ = 2.93°), indicating reduced interlayer spacing (3.01 nm)
caused by aggregation of MMT at higher filler content. TEM
was also employed to further evaluate the structure of clay
nanoplatelets in PE-3MMT/PP and PE-1.5MMT as displayed
in Figure 6. Partial exfoliated/partial intercalated clay structure
is observed for both nanocomposites. The intercalated tactoids
are a few tens of nanometers thick and several hundred
nanometers long while the exfoliated single platelets exhibit a
thickness of several nanometers and a length of 100 nm.
Moreover, well alignment along injection direction could be

Figure 5. XRD curves of the pristine clay and as-prepared
nanocomposites.

Figure 6. TEM images of as-prepared PE-1.5MMT (a) and PE-
3MMT/PP (b) nanocomposites. Red arrows indicate the orientation
of clay nanoplatelets.
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observed in PE-3MMT/PP, which might be caused by the
strong shear field induced orientation as well as the possible
orientation confinement subjected to these nanoplatelets by
layered structure. Meanwhile, the nanoplatelet exhibits much
less orientation in PE-1.5MMT. Such issue will be further
discussed in the next section.
As well-known, the selective localization of nanofiller in

polymer blends is commonly explained by the concept of
wetting coefficient.43 In equilibrium state, the localization of
MMT in polymer blends can be predicted by the minimization
of interfacial energy. According to Young’s equation, it is
possible to find the equilibrium position of MMT by evaluating
the wetting coefficient ωa, the wetting coefficient is most
commonly interpreted in a way that, for value < −1, the fillers
are predicted to be located in the polymer phase named first
(here PE), and for value > 1, in the polymer phase named
second (here PP). In the interval of ωa value between −1 and 1,
the fillers are predicted to be located at the interface. The detail
for such calculation can be found in our previous paper.44

From contact angle measurements, the total surface tension
of MMT is 23.63 mN/m, which is comparable to the results
reported in literature.45 The calculated wetting coefficients are
below −1 (see in Table 2), as the interfacial energy between PE

and MMT (γPE−MMT) is slightly lower than that between PP
and MMT (γPP−MMT), which indicates a slightly better wetting
of MMT with PE. Therefore, the PE−MMT pair tends to be
formed to minimize the total free energy in the ternary
composite of PE-MMT/PP. It should be noted that the effect
of PE-g-MA is not considered in this calculation. Such issue will
further help clay stay in the PE phase.
To further study the possible confinement of clay in the

layered structure, it is important to confirm if these clays had
migrated from PE phase to PP phase under intense and
complex flow field during processing. Clay nanoplatelets have
been recognized to greatly influence the crystallization behavior

of polymer matrix.46−49 Therefore, DSC study was used as an
indirect method to characterize the distribution of these silicate
layers. Figure 7 shows the melting curves and crystallinity
analysis of the prepared PE/PP and PE-MMT/PP with
different filler content. It is observed that the melting
endotherms of all samples illustrate two melting peaks. The
peak located at 130 °C is contributed by the melting of PE
crystals, while the other peak at 165 °C is ascribed to the
melting of α PP crystal. The location of PE melting peak as well
as PP α crystals were barely influenced by clay. However, an
obvious intensity decrease in the PE crystals could be observed
upon clay loading. A further quantitative estimation demon-
strated that the crystallinity of PE decreased from 57.4% for
neat PE/PP to 56.5%, 45.0%, 47.7%, and 40.3% for PE-MMT/
PP containing 1.5, 3, 5, and 10 wt % in the PE phase of these
ternary blends, while the crystallinity of PP has been barely
affected as shown in Figure 7b. Hence, it is concluded that clay
nanoplatelets are selectively distributed in PE phase. Several
possible mechanisms might be responsible for this: the
predispersion of clay in PE, the moderate intense mixing effect
in single screw extruder and the compatibilizer tethered to clay
nanosheets is maleic anhydride grafted PE which has better
affinity with PE. The mechanism for the decrease in PE
crystallinity has been reported in literature:46 the interactions
between clay and PE matrix would act to reduce the mobility of
crystallizable chain segments and thus leads to an impressive
crystallinity decrease. To further confirm the location of MMT,
extra SEM study has been performed. As shown in Supporting
Information Figure S3, MMT are clearly observed in unetched
PE phase. This agrees well with DSC study and discussion.
Similarly, the preference of PE phase in PP/PE blends has also
been reported for different fillers including: CB50 and CNTs.51

It is proposed that filler was selectively located in a polymer
with a lower Tg arising from that for polymers having a similar
carbon−carbon main chain, a lower Tg was generally related to
a higher flexibility of chains and thus a low entropic loss for
adsorption on the CB surface.50 It should be pointed that PP/
PE specimens could not be stained to distinguish between PP
and PE phase in TEM due to the similarity in their polymer
chains. In TEM images shown in Figure 6b, it is demonstrated
that the space between oriented MMT layers are correlated
with the layer thickness observed in Supporting Information
Figure S3. Therefore, the selective localization of MMT in PE
phase is confirmed.

3.3. Orientation Behavior of Clay Nanoplatelets. The
orientation behavior of nanoclay in PE-1.5MMT and PE-

Table 2. Interfacial Energies and Wetting Coefficients As
Calculated Using Harmonic Mean Equations

interfacial energies (mN/
m)

calculation methods γPE−MMT γPP−MMT γPE−PP
wetting coefficient

(ωa mN/m)

harmonic mean
equation

28.83 29.55 0.20 −3.6

Figure 7. DSC heating curves (a) and crystallinity analysis (b) of the prepared samples.
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3MMT/PP nanocomposites are investigated with 2D-WAXD
as shown in Figure 8. THR, END, and EDGE views are

illustrated in Figure 1. It could be observed that, for both PE-
1.5MMT and PE-3MMT/PP, a pair of intensive streaks near
the stopper, representing the d-spacing of clay stacks, emerged
on the equator of EDGE view and the meridian of END view.
On the other hand, the reflection corresponding to the ordered
stacking of clay is quite feint in the THR view image for both
nanocomposites. These scattering characteristics indicates that
an in-plane orientation of clay nanoplatelets with the their
surface parallel to the molded part surface.52,53 To give a further
quantitative evaluation on the orientation level of these
nanoplatelets, the azimuthal scans of (001) lattice plane of
clay have been plotted in Figure 9 and the fwhm have been

calculated from the azimuthal scan curves in the EDGE and
END view. For PE-3MMT/PP and PE-1.5MMT, the fwhm of
peaks located at 90° azimuth (equator) in the EGDE view are
19.18° and 22.56°, respectively. As to the END view, the fwhm
of peaks located at 0° azimuth (meridian) are 23.50° and
25.96°, respectively. Meanwhile, the intensity of d-spacing
reflection of clay tactoids are quite weak for both nano-
composites in the THR view. It is noted that the orientation
degree of clay in PE-1.5MMT are lower than that in PE-

3MMT/PP for both EDGE and END views. This indicates that
PE-1.5MMT exhibits lower orientation level of clay nano-
particles parallel to the flow direction revealed in the EDGE
view and less ordering degree of tactoids assembling displayed
in the END view compared with PE-3MMT/PP. Comparing
with the uniplanar-axial orientation of clay tactoids with the
tactoid surface parallel to molded part surface (FD-TD plane)
in PE-3MMT/PP, the tactoids in PE-1.5MMT tend to rotate
their surface to a certain extent inside the nanocomposites. This
is in accordance with the above-mentioned TEM observation.
The orientation behavior of layered silicate during processing

is usually influenced by shear field, temperature gradient and
phase microstructure.11,54 In the case of HSIM, the intense
shear flow could easily induce the orientation of nanoparticles.
Furthermore, the insufficient time for the relaxation of
nanoplatelets due to high cooling rate is also beneficial for
preserving the orientation. Assuming the same shear gradient
and temperature field during HSIM process for PE-1.5MMT
and PE-3MMT/PP nanocomposites, it is reasonable to
speculate that the phase morphology might be exclusively
responsible for the different orientation level observed. The
alternating multilayer structure obtained in PE-3MMT/PP
might play a critical role in contributing higher orientation
level. The tumbling and rotation of these nanoplatelets were
certainly restricted in these PE-MMT layers with a layer
thickness in the range of 70−400 nm. Furthermore, the layer
structure of PE-MMT phase also enforces these nanoparticles
to orient parallel to the part surface during the formation of
alternating multilayer structure. As for PE-1.5MMT, these
nanoparticles have adequate space to turn their surfaces without
the confinement of layered structure. Therefore, it is rational to
propose that the higher orientation degree of clay platelets
obtained in PE-3MMT/PP might arise from the confinement
effect of alternating multilayer structure.

3.4. Oxygen Barrier Properties. To investigate the barrier
properties of these materials, oxygen permeability are
characterized as shown in Figure 10 and Table 3. It is
demonstrated that the permeability of PE/PP with alternating
multilayer structure shows little change comparing with neat PE
specimen. This might be interpreted that the thickness of each
layer is not enough to significantly change crystal super-
structrue as well as the lamellae arrangement to remarkably
increase the gas diffusion pathway. As shown in Figure 10,
systematic comparisons have been made between different
specimens containing different MMT content. In Figure 10 a,
PE-1.5MMT/PP, PE-3MMT/PP, PE-5MMT/PP, and PE-
10MMT/PP are compared with neat PE and PE/PP, it is
demonstrated that the barrier property is enhanced with
increasing filler content until PE-5MMT/PP. There is some
decrease in barrier property while MMT content in PE is
increased from 5 to 10 wt % because of possible aggregation of
MMT at high filler content. Such phenomenon is often
observed for nanocomposites with relative higher filler
content.55−57 In Figure 10 b, ternary blends are compared
with binary composites containing the same overall filler
content. It is demonstrated that all ternary blends have better
barrier property due to better orientation and confined
morphology. In addition, remarkable permeability decrease by
45.7% is observed in PE-3MMT/PP, which is obviously
superior to that of PE-1.5MMT with the same overall 1.5 wt
% clay content. Comparing to other PE based nanocomposites
filled with clay (as listed in Table 3), PE-3MMT/PP
demonstrates the most notable oxygen barrier property

Figure 8. 2D-WAXD patterns of PE-3MMT/PP (top column) and
PE-1.5MMT (bottom column) nanocomposites detected in 3D
spacings.

Figure 9. Azimuthal scan of (001) plane of OMMT in the PE-
1.5MMT and PE-3MMT/PP nanocomposites detected in the EDGE
view and END view.
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enhancement by 45.7% with comparable clay content of 1.5 wt
%. Such improvement is even comparable to the highest
permeability decrease with high clay content in other PE based
nanocomposites. Furthermore, PE-5MMT/PP with an overall
2.5 wt % clay content in the nanocomposites could enhance the
permeability by 58.2%. This is the largest enhancement in the
barrier property for polyolefin based composites to be best of
our knowledge. It should be noted that the permeability of neat
polymer used in this study is almost 1 order of magnitude lower
than the values reported in literature. This might be caused by
the intense orientation of macromolecule chain as demon-
strated in 2D-WAXD results (Figure 8).58−61 Then, the actually
permeability of these nanocomposites in current study is even
lower than the results in literature. This indicates such a

method is very effective at fabricating high performance barrier
materials. As shown in Figure 10 c, PE-1.5MMT/PP and PE-
3MMT/PP are compared with PE-1.5MMT and PE-3MMT,
respectively. It is demonstrated that even with twice the filler
content in these binary composites, better barrier property is
obtained for ternary composites. This has confirmed the effect
of filler orientation is much more important than filler content
in this system.
The barrier property of semicrystalline polymer-based

nanocomposites are not only controlled by the impermeable
nanoplatelets but also depends on the crystallinity of polymer
matrix. The crystalline region could be considered as
impermeable phase dispersed in the permeable amorphous
phase. The improvement on gas barrier property of semi-
crystalline polymer through increasing crystallinity could be
interpreted as follows: the gas solubility could be reduced by
the formation of lamellar crystals due to the insolubility of gas
in the crystalline phase. Meanwhile, the gas molecules have to
follow more tortuous paths around the impermeable
lamellas.66−68 In current study, as listed in Table 4, a significant
decrease in PE crystallinity and unchanged PP crystallinity is
obtained in PE-MMT/PP nanocomposites comparing with PE/
PP, which should contribute to poorer barrier property.
Therefore, it is concluded that the improved barrier property
in current system is mainly caused by the impermeable
nanoplatelets rather than the crystallinity of polymer. It is
interesting to note that the crystallinity of PE in PE-1.5MMT/
PP varies slightly comparing to neat PE. This is obviously
different from the case that crystallinity decreases a wider
margin upon 3 wt % or more clay loading into the PE phase of
PE/PP. This might be ascribed by the formation of clay
network with 3 wt % content in PE phase as the viscoelastic
properties revealed in Supporting Information Figure S2. It is
observed that clay addition increases the storage modulus (G′)
and this effect is especially more pronounced at low
frequencies. However, the enhancement of G′ for PE-
1.5MMT is faint at low frequency region while a large
magnitude of G′ increase and slope of G′ decrease could be
observed for PE-3MMT, which is probably due to the increase
in interfacial area between nanoclays and PE matrix or
enhancement in the physical interactions between nanoclay
platelets.69,70 The G′ of PE-7MMT and PE-10MMT becomes
frequency independent at low frequencies, which is the
characteristic behavior of solid-like materials due to the physical
network formation. Therefore, the strong interactions between
PE and nanoclay in PE-3MMT/PP could be responsible for the
mobility reduction in crystallizable chain segments and thus
result in crystallinity decrease in a large amplitude.

3.4.1. Mechanism. Therefore, considering the comparable
clay dispersion status (as indicated in Figures 5 and 6), as well
as the same overall clay content, the higher orientation degree
of these nanoplatelets is thought to be the mechanism for lower
permeability of these ternary PE-MMT/PP composites in
comparison with binary PE-MMT. Comparing with the
nonuniform orientation of these nanoparticles in PE-
1.5MMT, these impermeable nanoplatelets are more regularly
arranged in a parallel array with their main direction
perpendicular to the diffusion direction in PE-3MMT/PP,
which could maximize the tortuostity. The alternating multi-
layer structure is believed to be responsible for such strong in-
plane orientation of these nanoplatelets. As the layered
structure could impose confinement on the nanoplatelets
restricting their rotation and tumbling. Moreover, PE-3MMT/

Figure 10. (a) Permeability coefficient of neat PE, PE/PP and ternary
composites as a function of MMT content. (b) Comparison of the
permeability coefficient between ternary blends and binary composites
containing the same overall filler content. (c) Comparison of the
permeability coefficient between ternary blends and binary composites
containing twice the filler content in the latter.
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PP exhibits obviously higher local density of clay platelets due
to double relative clay content in PE phase as well as the phase
morphology induced denser packing structure of these
nanoplatelets. These nanoplatelets form a tightly packed
brick-like wall structure, which is also beneficial for decreasing
possible oxygen pathway. Therefore, the superior barrier
property of ternary PE-MMT/PP in comparison with binary
PE-MMT nanocomposites should be understood as the
combination of better in-plane orientation level and denser
assembling morphology of nanoplatelets. The schematic
representation shown in Figure 11 illustrates the oxygen barrier
mechanism for ternary PE-MMT/PP and binary PE-MMT
nanocomposites to give a more vivid description. Importantly,
by comparing ternary and binary composites with the same
relative MMT content in PE phase, it is demonstrated that the
orientation of MMT play much more imporant role in barrier
property than higher overall MMT content.

4. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we present a simple and efficient strategy to
enhance the barrier property by confining impermeable MMT
into alternating multilayered structure through HSIM. It is

thought that the formation of alternating multilayered structure
is caused by the low interfacial tension and good viscosity
match between PE-MMT and PP in such polymer blends.
Through a number of characterizations, MMT are demon-
strated to be selectively dispersed in PE phase and illustrate
partial exfoliated/partial intercalated dispersion status. 2D-
WAXD analysis indicates that ternary PE-MMT/PP composite
exhibits an uniplanar-axial orientation of clay tactoids with their
surface parallel to mold surface while the tactoids in binary PE-
MMT composite with the same overall clay contents tend to
rotate their surface to a certain extent. The better orientation
level of nanoclay in PE-MMT/PP could be attributed to the
confinement of alternating multilayer structure, which restricts
the tumbling and rotation of nanoplatelets. Therefore, the
oxygen barrier property of PE-MMT/PP is superior to that of
PE-MMT (even if only half of the overall MMT content is
contained in ternary composites) due to increased turtosity of
gas permeation pathway for the former containing more regular
clay array with their main direction perpendicular to the
diffusion direction. This has clearly illustrated that confinement
and orientation is more important than higher filler content.
Moreover, the alternating multilayered structure and local
higher density of nanoplatelets could induce denser assembling
morphology of nanoclay and thus construct a tightly packed
brick-like wall structure, which is also responsible for the
improvement in barrier property. Comparing with the results in
literature for PE based composites, the improvement in barrier
property achieved (45.7% and 58.2% improvement with 1.5 and
2.5 wt % MMT content, respectively) here is outstanding. This
study has shed some light on efficient and easy fabrication of

Table 3. Comparison of the Oxygen Barrier Properites for PE-Based Nanocomposites Filled with Clay

polymer matrix PO2
of polymer matrix without clay (cm3·cm/cm2·s·pa)

comparable
clay fc (wt %)

PO2
enhancement at

comparable clay fc (%)
clay fc at highest PO2

enhancement (wt %)

highest PO2

enhancement
(%)

LDPE/LLDPE
(70/30)62

1.8 27.40 3.54 38.70

LLDPE40 4.02 × 10−13 4.76 55
LLDPE63 2.55 × 10−13 2 14.70 4 44.10
metallocene
PE64

5 41.10

LDPE-g-MA64 / 19.3 38.28
LLDPE37 4.16 × 10−13 0.8 and 2.5 14.4 and 19.6 6.9 42
LDPE41 3.80 × 10−13 1 2.63 7 24
HDPE65 7.55 × 10−13 1.96 4.17 3.85 7.11
HDPE-g-Si65 7.68 × 10−13 1.96 32.50 3.85 40.70
cross-linked
HDPE65

6.36 × 10−13 1.96 26.50 3.85 36.00

this study 7.16 × 10−14 1.5 45.70 2.5 58.2

Table 4. Crystallinity of the Prepared Samples Derived from
DSC Heating Curves

sample PE
PE/
PP

PE-
1.5MMT/

PP

PE-
3MMT/

PP

PE-
5MMT/

PP

PE-
10MMT/

PP

PE
Xcr

55.8 57.4 56.5 45.0 47.7 40.3

PP
Xcr

37.8 35.4 36.6 38.2 38.1

Figure 11. Schematic representation showing the possible oxygen barrier mechanism for PE-3MMT/PP (a) and PE-1.5MMT (b) nanocomposites.
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polymer sheets with excellent barrier performance and other
functional materials require layered structure.
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